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Interpreting an Originality Report
Originality Reports
Turnitin is primarily for students as an e-submission and formative learning tool. Students are able
to submit copies of their work into a DRAFT submission area to receive multiple Originality Reports
prior to submitting their work into a FINAL submission area (where only tutors receive final Originality
Reports alongside submissions). An Originality Report DOES NOT DETECT PLAGIARISM. A report
simply highlights TEXT-MATCHES against various electronic sources, aiding students in checking that
their work is correctly cited and referenced prior to submitting final work for marking.

What will an Originality Report show?
An Originality Report will highlight text-matches against a substantial number of electronic sources
including websites, e-Journals, and e-Books. A report also text-matches against student papers from
this and other UK Higher Education (HE) institutions, which have been submitted into the Turnitin
repository. However, there will be electronic sources which an Originality Report does not textmatch against. Such sources include rapidly changing web content (e.g. today’s news articles,
Wikipedia entries), password protected sites (e.g. Intranets), and non-text items (e.g. an image or
diagram containing text). A report does not text-match against student papers not submitted to the
Turnitin repository (e.g., where work includes sensitive or confidential information). A report will
show an overall ‘Similar’ percentage indicating the amount of text-matching found, and highlights
where the text-matching occurs with number/colour coding for easy reference. A ‘Match Overview’
provides suggested original sources and a percentage breakdown of how much text-matching has
been found against each original source.
“… an overall ‘Similar’
percentage indicating
the amount of textmatching found”

“… highlights where the
text-matching occurs
with number/colour
coding for easy
reference”
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“A ‘Match Overview’
provides suggested
original sources and a
percentage breakdown of
how much text-matching
has been found against
each original source”
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Suggested original sources have the closest text-match (most matching words without variation).
However, further analysis of the text-matching can be found via a ‘Match Breakdown’ which shows
any additional sources that may also be the original source of the text (this list may be extensive as
multiple authors could have taken text from the same place, or from each other). The reader of an
Originality Report can easily move through the matches relating to each source listed and may select
any sources to be excluded.
“A ‘Match Breakdown’ shows any
additional sources that may also be
the original source of the text”

“… further analysis of
the text-matching can
be found via a ‘Match
Breakdown’”

“The reader of the Originality
Report can easily move through
the matches relating to each
source listed and may select any
sources to be excluded”

From a ‘Match Breakdown’ the reader of an Originality report can also link directly to any of the
sources listed to view the content in its original form.
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Work submitted to this and other UK Higher Education (HE) institutions
An Originality Report may text-match against work already submitted
to the Turnitin repository, either from this or other UK HE institution.
However, this does not necessarily mean plagiarism has occurred. It
may be that it is detecting common words or phrases used in context
to the topic, or identical assignment titles.

An Originality Report does not detect plagiarism
It is important to recognise that an Originality Report
DOES NOT DETECT PLAGIARISM, it simply TEXTMATCHES against various electronic sources.
Therefore, even when a report shows a mid-high
(yellow/orange/red) ‘Similar’ percentage this does not
necessarily mean plagiarism has occurred. For
example, a report could be text-matching against:

Similar %
Red
high % text-matching
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
low % text-matching

 “quotes” which are correctly referenced
 common phrases or a common series of words used in context to the topic
 a paper’s bibliography, where citations are understandably identical

“… a report could be
text-matching against
“quotes” which are
correctly referenced”
“… a report could be
text-matching against
a paper’s bibliography,
where citations are
understandably
identical”

Equally, when a report shows a low ‘Similar’ percentage (green/blue) this does not necessarily
mean plagiarism has not occurred. For example, a report could include …





unreferenced paraphrased text (paragraphs of text reworded and reworked)
unreferenced text from electronic sources not accessed by Turnitin
unreferenced text from a source not available online (e.g. traditional books and journals)
unreferenced non-text items (e.g. an image or diagram containing text)
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Therefore, the ‘Similar’ percentage cannot be used as an indicator of whether plagiarism has
occurred or not and the following examples illustrate this further.

Example 1: A report with a mid-high ‘Similar’ percentage may not be plagiarised.
In this example a report shows
a ‘Similar’ percentage of 25%.
However, on further reading of
the report it is clear that many
of the text-matches relate to
correctly referenced text or
quotes. With filters applied to
exclude quotes and the
bibliography the percentage is
reduced to 9%.

Example 2: A report with a low ‘Similar’ percentage may be plagiarised.
In this example, with filters
applied, a report shows a ‘Similar’
percentage of 0%. However, it is
still plagiarised as the work
contains an unreferenced
diagram containing unreferenced
text.
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Originality Report filtering options
It is useful to note that some of the text-matches which are easily
explained such as quotes and bibliography (reference) lists, can be
excluded from the report by changing the ‘Filters & Settings’.
The reader of an Originality Report can also specify to exclude matches
that are less than a certain number of words, or less than a certain
percentage.
The ‘Similar’ percentage may change depending on the filters applied.

Important: The first time students submit work to receive an Originality Report this will appear quite
quickly, however on subsequent submissions it will take longer (sometimes 24hrs) to generate an
Originality Report.

Use of Originality Reports by tutors
Although Turnitin is primarily an e-submission and formative learning tool for students, tutors do
have access to final Originality Reports. When students submit work into the FINAL submission area,
a final Originality Report is submitted alongside. For the reasons explained above, a final Originality
Report and its ‘Similar’ percentage is not used to detect plagiarism, rather it is used as an assistive
tool by tutors to check any work that they already suspect to be plagiarised through their own
academic judgement.

A note about final submissions
Students will use a DRAFT submission area for receiving Originality Reports (for checking citations
and references) AND a FINAL submission area for final submission of work. Therefore, students
MUST submit final work for marking into the FINAL submission area, otherwise it will be noted as a
non/late submission.
Students will be able to submit late into the FINAL submission area, however this will be flagged as
late to tutors and the relevant late submission penalties will be applied following moderation and
exam boards.
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